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From first-time novelist Jordan Sonnenblick, a brave and beautiful story that will make readers laugh and break their hearts at the
same time. Thirteen-year-old Steven has a totally normal life: he plays drums in the All-Star Jazz band, has a crush on the hottest
girl in the school, and is constantly annoyed by his five-year-old brother, Jeffrey. But when Jeffrey is diagnosed with leukemia,
Steven's world is turned upside down. He is forced to deal with his brother's illness and his parents' attempts to keep the family in
one piece. Salted with humor and peppered with devastating realities, DRUMS, GIRLS, AND DANGEROUS PIE is a heartwarming
journey through a year in the life of a family in crisis.
Executive Summary for a report which gathers & collates the best national data available to provide a reliable & comprehensive
overview of American reading today. This report relies on large, nat. studies conducted on a regular basis by U.S. fed. agencies,
supplemented by academic, foundation, & business surveys. Although there has been measurable progress in recent years in
reading ability at the elementary school level, all progress appears to halt as children enter their teenage years. There is a general
decline in reading among teenage & adult Americans. Both reading ability & the habit of regular reading have greatly declined
among college grad. The declines have demonstrable social, economic, cultural, & civic implications. Charts & tables.
IqbalSimon and Schuster
Discusses the best methods of learning, describing how rereading and rote repetition are counterproductive and how such
techniques as self-testing, spaced retrieval, and finding additional layers of information in new material can enhance learning.
"First published in the United States of America by G.P. Putnam's Sons, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC, 2016"--Title
page verso.
A 2019 NEWBERY HONOR BOOK "A gripping, nuanced story of the human cost of conflict appropriate for both children and
adults." -Kirkus, starred review In the vein of Inside Out and Back Again and The War That Saved My Life comes a poignant,
personal, and hopeful tale of India's partition, and of one girl's journey to find a new home in a divided country It's 1947, and India,
newly independent of British rule, has been separated into two countries: Pakistan and India. The divide has created much tension
between Hindus and Muslims, and hundreds of thousands are killed crossing borders. Half-Muslim, half-Hindu twelve-year-old
Nisha doesn't know where she belongs, or what her country is anymore. When Papa decides it's too dangerous to stay in what is
now Pakistan, Nisha and her family become refugees and embark first by train but later on foot to reach her new home. The
journey is long, difficult, and dangerous, and after losing her mother as a baby, Nisha can't imagine losing her homeland, too. But
even if her country has been ripped apart, Nisha still believes in the possibility of putting herself back together. Told through
Nisha's letters to her mother, The Night Diary is a heartfelt story of one girl's search for home, for her own identity...and for a
hopeful future.
For Fatima, Maria and the other unseen children of Hussain Khan's carpet factory, Iqbal Masih's arrival is both the end of hope
and its beginning. It is Iqbal who tells them that their family's debt will never be cancelled, no matter how many inches of progress
they make in their rugs, nomatter how neat their knots or how perfect the pattern they weave. But it is also Iqbal who is brave
enough to talk about the future, to plan their escape - and to encourage the children to stand together against their master's
injustice. Who promises Fatima that next spring they are going to fly akite 'whatever happens.'Based on a true story, this is a
poignant and lyrical novel about child labour and human rights issues.A pack containing:* 15 copies of the Rollercoasters
Educational Edition of Iqbal by Francesco D'Adamo* 15 Iqbal Reading Guides to support the student in their study of the novel
Iqbal Masih was gunned down by an assassin when he was 13 years old. This story is about a child martyr, who died trying to end
child slavery. After he escaped his carpet-master, Iqbal worked to spread the word to other enslaved children that they could be
free too.
"Amira, look at me," Muma insists.She collects both my hands in hers."The Janjaweed attack without warning.If ever they come-run." Finally, Amira is twelve. Old enough to wear a toob, old enough for new responsibilities. And maybe old enough to go to
school in Nyala-- Amira's one true dream. But life in her peaceful Sudanese village is shattered when the Janjaweed arrive. The
terrifying attackers ravage the town and unleash unspeakable horrors. After she loses nearly everything, Amira needs to dig deep
within herself to find the strength to make the long journey-- on foot-- to safety at a refugee camp. Her days are tough at the camp,
until the gift of a simple red pencil opens her mind-- and all kinds of possibilities. New York Times bestselling and Coretta Scott
King Award-winning author Andrea Davis Pinkney's powerful verse and Coretta Scott King Award-winning artist Shane W. Evans's
breathtaking illustrations combine to tell an inspiring tale of one girl's triumph against all odds.
An engagingly illustrated account of immigrant Clara Lemlich's pivotal role in the influential 1909 women laborer's strike describes
how she worked grueling hours to acquire an education and support her family before organizing a massive walkout to protest the
unfair working conditions in New York's garment district. 25,000 first printing.
The 40th anniversary edition of the classic Newbery Medal-winning title by beloved author Katherine Paterson, with brand-new
bonus materials including an author's note by Katherine herself and a foreword by New York Times bestselling author Kate
DiCamillo. Jess Aarons has been practicing all summer so he can be the fastest runner in the fifth grade. And he almost is, until
the new girl in school, Leslie Burke, outpaces him. The two become fast friends and spend most days in the woods behind Leslie's
house, where they invent an enchanted land called Terabithia. One morning, Leslie goes to Terabithia without Jess and a tragedy
occurs. It will take the love of his family and the strength that Leslie has given him for Jess to be able to deal with his grief. Bridge
to Terabithia was also named an ALA Notable Children’s Book and has become a touchstone of children’s literature, as have
many of Katherine Paterson’s other novels, including The Great Gilly Hopkins and Jacob Have I Loved.
“We are the ship; all else the sea.”—Rube Foster, founder of the Negro National League The story of Negro League baseball is the
story of gifted athletes and determined owners; of racial discrimination and international sportsmanship; of fortunes won and lost;
of triumphs and defeats on and off the field. It is a perfect mirror for the social and political history of black America in the first half
of the twentieth century. But most of all, the story of the Negro Leagues is about hundreds of unsung heroes who overcame
segregation, hatred, terrible conditions, and low pay to do the one thing they loved more than anything else in the world: play ball.
Using an “Everyman” player as his narrator, Kadir Nelson tells the story of Negro League baseball from its beginnings in the
1920s through its decline after Jackie Robinson crossed over to the majors in 1947. The voice is so authentic, you will feel as if
you are sitting on dusty bleachers listening intently to the memories of a man who has known the great ballplayers of that time and
shared their experiences. But what makes this book so outstanding are the dozens of full-page and double-page oil
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paintings—breathtaking in their perspectives, rich in emotion, and created with understanding and affection for these lost heroes of
our national game. We Are the Ship is a tour de force for baseball lovers of all ages.
A boy, a science project and an answer to a critical problem. During monsoon season in Bangladesh, Iqbal’s mother must cook
the family’s meals indoors, over an open fire, even though the smoke makes her and the family sick. So when Iqbal hears that his
school’s science fair has the theme of sustainability, he comes up with the perfect idea for his entry: he’ll design a stove that
doesn’t produce smoke! Has Iqbal found a way to win first prize in the science fair while providing cleaner air and better health for
his family at the same time? Sometimes it takes a kid to imagine a better idea — make that an ingenious one!
Presents lessons intended to help students read literature with deeper understanding, introducing signposts that help them identify
significant moments in literature and anchor questions that encourage them to read more closely.
This practical, accessible resource will help future and practicing teachers integrate literature into their middle school or high
school classrooms, while also addressing content area standards and improving the literacy skills of their students. Two
introductory chapters are followed by five chapters that each cover a different genre: Chapter 3, Informational Books; Chapter 4,
Fiction; Chapter 5, Biography, Autobiography, and Memoir; Chapter 6, Poetry; and Chapter 7, How-to and Hands-on Books. Each
genre chapter consists of four parts: Part 1: Discusses the genre and how content area teachers can use books within that genre
to further content learning and enhance literacy skills. Part 2: Offers hands-on instructional strategies and activities using literature,
with activities for use in a variety of disciplines. Part 3: Presents individual author studies (three or four per chapter) with
bibliographies and guidelines for using the authors' books in content area courses. Part 4: Features an annotated bibliography of
specially selected children and young adult literature for that genre, organized by content area. The annotations provide
information about the book, which can be used to prepare booktalks, and teaching ideas for using in a specific content area.
Altogether these sections contain more than 600 annotated entries tabbed by subject area, including art, English/language arts,
languages and culture, math and technology, music, PE/health, science, and social studies/history.
In Pakistan, Amal holds onto her dream of being a teacher even after becoming an indentured servant to pay off her family's debt
to the wealthy and corrupt Khan family.

Joel dares his best friend, Tony, to a swimming race in a dangerous river. Both boys jump in, but when Joel reaches the
sandbar, he finds Tony has vanished. How can he face their parents and the terrible truth?
1910. Pownal, Vermont. At 12, Grace and her best friend Arthur must leave school and go to work as a “doffers” on their
mothers’ looms in the mill. Grace’s mother is the best worker, fast and powerful, and Grace desperately wants to help
her. But she’s left handed and doffing is a right-handed job. Grace’s every mistake costs her mother, and the family.
She only feels capable on Sundays, when she and Arthur receive special lessons from their teacher. Together they write
a secret letter to the Child Labor Board about underage children working in Pownal. A few weeks later a man with a
camera shows up. It is the famous reformer Lewis Hine, undercover, collecting evidence for the Child Labor Board.
Grace’s brief acquaintance with Hine and the photos he takes of her are a gift that changes her sense of herself, her
future, and her family’s future.
Ida B. Applewood believes there is never enough time for fun. That's why she's so happy to be homeschooled and to
spend every free second outside with the trees and the brook. Then some not-so-great things happen in her world. Ida B
has to go back to that Place of Slow but Sure Body-Cramping, Mind-Numbing, Fun-Killing Torture—school. She feels her
heart getting smaller and smaller and hardening into a sharp, black stone. How can things go from righter than right to a
million miles beyond wrong? Can Ida B put together a plan to get things back to just-about perfect again?
From the MAN BOOKER PRIZE- and WOMEN'S PRIZE-SHORTLISTED author of Swing Time, On Beauty and Grand
Union 'BELIEVE THE HYPE' The Times 'The almost preposterous talent was clear from the first pages' Julian Barnes,
Guardian 'Street-smart and learned, sassy and philosophical all at the same time' New York Times 'Outstanding' Sunday
Telegraph The international bestseller and modern classic of multicultural Britain - an unforgettable portrait of London
One of the most talked about debut novels of all time, White Teeth is a funny, generous, big-hearted novel, adored by
critics and readers alike. Dealing - among many other things - with friendship, love, war, three cultures and three families
over three generations, one brown mouse, and the tricky way the past has of coming back and biting you on the ankle, it
is a life-affirming, riotous must-read of a book.
Effective science teaching requires creativity, imagination, and innovation. In light of concerns about American science
literacy, scientists and educators have struggled to teach this discipline more effectively. Science Teaching Reconsidered
provides undergraduate science educators with a path to understanding students, accommodating their individual
differences, and helping them grasp the methods--and the wonder--of science. What impact does teaching style have?
How do I plan a course curriculum? How do I make lectures, classes, and laboratories more effective? How can I tell
what students are thinking? Why don't they understand? This handbook provides productive approaches to these and
other questions. Written by scientists who are also educators, the handbook offers suggestions for having a greater
impact in the classroom and provides resources for further research.
Two star high school basketball players, one black and one white, experience the justice system differently after
committing a crime together and getting caught. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults. Reprint.
Rose Howard is obsessed with homonyms. She's thrilled that her own name is a homonym, and she purposely gave her
dog Rain a name with two homonyms (Reign, Rein), which, according to Rose's rules of homonyms, is very special. Not
everyone understands Rose's obsessions, her rules, and the other things that make her different – not her teachers, not
other kids, and not her single father. When a storm hits their rural town, rivers overflow, the roads are flooded, and Rain
goes missing. Rose's father shouldn't have let Rain out. Now Rose has to find her dog, even if it means leaving her
routines and safe places to search. Hearts will break and spirits will soar for this powerful story, brilliantly told from Rose's
point of view.
A heartbreaking and powerful story about a black boy killed by a police officer, drawing connections through history, from
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award-winning author Jewell Parker Rhodes. An instant New York Times bestsellerAn instant IndieBound bestsellerThe
#1 Kids' Indie Next PickA Walter Award winner Only the living can make the world better. Live and make it better. Twelveyear-old Jerome is shot by a police officer who mistakes his toy gun for a real threat. As a ghost, he observes the
devastation that's been unleashed on his family and community in the wake of what they see as an unjust and brutal
killing. Soon Jerome meets another ghost: Emmett Till, a boy from a very different time but similar circumstances.
Emmett helps Jerome process what has happened, on a journey towards recognizing how historical racism may have led
to the events that ended his life. Jerome also meets Sarah, the daughter of the police officer, who grapples with her
father's actions. Once again Jewell Parker Rhodes deftly weaves historical and socio-political layers into a gripping and
poignant story about how children and families face the complexities of today's world, and how one boy grows to
understand American blackness in the aftermath of his own death.
Caitlin misses her brother every day. Since his death in a school shooting, she has no one to explain the world to her. And for
Caitlin, the world is a confusing place. She hates it when colours get mixed up, prefers everything to be black-and-white, and
needs to check her Facial Expressions Chart to understand emotions. So when Caitlin reads the definition of “closure”, she
decides that’s what she needs. And as she struggles to find it, a world of colour begins to enter her black-and-white life...
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The National Science Education Standards address not only what students should learn about science but also how their learning
should be assessed. How do we know what they know? This accompanying volume to the Standards focuses on a key kind of
assessment: the evaluation that occurs regularly in the classroom, by the teacher and his or her students as interacting
participants. As students conduct experiments, for example, the teacher circulates around the room and asks individuals about
their findings, using the feedback to adjust lessons plans and take other actions to boost learning. Focusing on the teacher as the
primary player in assessment, the book offers assessment guidelines and explores how they can be adapted to the individual
classroom. It features examples, definitions, illustrative vignettes, and practical suggestions to help teachers obtain the greatest
benefit from this daily evaluation and tailoring process. The volume discusses how classroom assessment differs from
conventional testing and grading-and how it fits into the larger, comprehensive assessment system.
Ted and Kat watched their cousin Salim board the London Eye. But after half an hour it landed and everyone trooped off–except
Salim. Where could he have gone? How on earth could he have disappeared into thin air? Ted and his older sister, Kat, become
sleuthing partners, since the police are having no luck. Despite their prickly relationship, they overcome their differences to follow a
trail of clues across London in a desperate bid to find their cousin. And ultimately it comes down to Ted, whose brain works in its
own very unique way, to find the key to the mystery. This is an unput-downable spine-tingling thriller–a race against time.
A touching novel filled with love, hope, and fellowship follows a loving Mexican-American family that resides in East L.A. as they
immerse themselves in the warmth of their close-knit community. Reprint.
When young Iqbal is sold into slavery at a carpet factory, his arrival changes everything for the other overworked and abused
chidren there. It is Iqbal who explains to them that despite their master's promises, he plans on keeping them as his slaves
indefinetely. But it is also Iqbal who inspires the other children to look to a future free from toil...and is brave enough to show them
how to get there. This moving fictionalized account of the real Iqbal Masih is told through the voice of Fatima, a young Pakistani
girl whose life is changed by Iqbal's courage.
It's 1945, and the world is in the grip of war. Hideki lives with his family on the island of Okinawa, near Japan. When the Second
World War crashes onto his shores, Hideki is drafted to fight for the Japanese army. He is handed a grenade and a set of
instructions: Don't come back until you've killed an American soldier. Ray, a young American Marine, has just landed on Okinawa.
This is Ray's first-ever battle, and he doesn't know what to expect -- or if he'll make it out alive. All he knows that the enemy is
everywhere. Hideki and Ray each fight their way across the island, surviving heart-pounding ambushes and dangerous traps. But
then the two of them collide in the middle of the battle... And choices they make in that single instant will change everything. Alan
Gratz, New York Times bestselling author of Refugee, returns with this high-octane story of how fear and war tear us apart, but
how hope and redemption tie us together. Reviews for Refugee: "An absolute must read for people of all ages" - Hannah
Greendale, Goodreads "Like RJ Palacio's Wonder, this book should be mandatory reading..." - Skip, Goodreads "I liked how the
book linked history with adventure, and combined to make a realistic storyline for all three characters" - AJH, aged 11, Toppsta
A tour-de-force by rising indy comics star Gene Yang, American Born Chinese tells the story of three apparently unrelated
characters: Jin Wang, who moves to a new neighborhood with his family only to discover that he's the only Chinese-American
student at his new school; the powerful Monkey King, subject of one of the oldest and greatest Chinese fables; and Chin-Kee, a
personification of the ultimate negative Chinese stereotype, who is ruining his cousin Danny's life with his yearly visits. Their lives
and stories come together with an unexpected twist in this action-packed modern fable. American Born Chinese is an amazing
ride, all the way up to the astonishing climax. American Born Chinese is a 2006 National Book Award Finalist for Young People's
Literature, the winner of the 2007 Eisner Award for Best Graphic Album: New, an Eisner Award nominee for Best Coloring and a
2007 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year. This title has Common Core Connections
From J.K. Rowling, a warm, fast-paced, funny fairy tale of a fearsome monster, thrilling adventure, and hope against all odds. Once upon a
time there was a tiny kingdom called Cornucopia, as rich in happiness as it was in gold, and famous for its food. From the delicate cream
cheeses of Kurdsburg to the Hopes-of-Heaven pastries of Chouxville, each was so delicious that people wept with joy as they ate them. But
even in this happy kingdom, a monster lurks. Legend tells of a fearsome creature living far to the north in the Marshlands... the Ickabog.
Some say it breathes fire, spits poison, and roars through the mist as it carries off wayward sheep and children alike. Some say it's just a
myth... And when that myth takes on a life of its own, casting a shadow over the kingdom, two children - best friends Bert and Daisy - embark
on a great adventure to untangle the truth and find out where the real monster lies, bringing hope and happiness to Cornucopia once more.
Featuring full color illustrations by children from across the United States and Canada, this original fairy tale from one of the world's most
celebrated storytellers will captivate readers of all ages.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of Small Great Things and A Spark of Light comes a “powerful” (The Washington
Post) novel about the choices that alter the course of our lives. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY MARIE CLAIRE
Everything changes in a single moment for Dawn Edelstein. She’s on a plane when the flight attendant makes an announcement: Prepare
for a crash landing. She braces herself as thoughts flash through her mind. The shocking thing is, the thoughts are not of her husband but of
a man she last saw fifteen years ago: Wyatt Armstrong. Dawn, miraculously, survives the crash, but so do all the doubts that have suddenly
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been raised. She has led a good life. Back in Boston, there is her husband, Brian, their beloved daughter, and her work as a death doula, in
which she helps ease the transition between life and death for her clients. But somewhere in Egypt is Wyatt Armstrong, who works as an
archaeologist unearthing ancient burial sites, a career Dawn once studied for but was forced to abandon when life suddenly intervened. And
now, when it seems that fate is offering her second chances, she is not as sure of the choice she once made. After the crash landing, the
airline ensures that the survivors are seen by a doctor, then offers transportation to wherever they want to go. The obvious destination is to fly
home, but she could take another path: return to the archaeological site she left years before, reconnect with Wyatt and their unresolved
history, and maybe even complete her research on The Book of Two Ways—the first known map of the afterlife. As the story unfolds, Dawn’s
two possible futures unspool side by side, as do the secrets and doubts long buried with them. Dawn must confront the questions she’s
never truly asked: What does a life well lived look like? When we leave this earth, what do we leave behind? Do we make choices . . . or do
our choices make us? And who would you be if you hadn’t turned out to be the person you are right now?
As a teenager growing up during the Depression, Moss Trawnley doesn't have time to be a kid. In search of opportunity, Moss lies about his
age and heads west to join Roosevelt's Civilian Conservation Corps. While working to protect Montana's wildlife, he goes to school, makes
lifelong friends, falls in love, and finds what he almost lost in the crisis of the Great Depression: himself. In this captivating work of fiction,
Jeanette Ingold tells the story of a teen who risks everything to start a new life and, in the process, gains a future.
"A lushly illustrated picture-book biography of two young Pakistani heroes, Malala Yousafzai and Iqbal Masih, from acclaimed nonfiction
author/illustrator Jeanette Winter"-Mano Majra is a place, Khushwant Singh tells us at the beginning of this classic novel, where Sikhs and Muslims have lived together in peace
for hundreds of years. Then one day, at the end of the summer, the 'ghost train' arrives, a silent, incredible funeral train loaded with the
bodies of thousands of refuges, bringing the village its first taste of the horrors of the civil war. Train to Pakistan is the story of this isolated
village that is plunged into the abyss of religious hate. It is also the story of a Sikh boy and a Muslim girl whose love endures and transcends
the ravages of war.
If nobody wants him, that's fine.He'll just take care of himself. When his father dies, Dave knows nothing will ever be thesame. And then it
happens. Dave lands in an orphanage—the cold and strict Hebrew Home for Boys in Harlem—far from the life he knew on the Lower East Side.
But he's not so worried. He knows he'll be okay. He always is. If it doesn't work out, he'll just leave, find a better place to stay. But it's not that
simple. Outside the gates of the orphanage, the nighttime streets of Harlem buzz with jazz musicians and swindlers; exclusive parties and
mystifying strangers. Inside, another world unfolds, thick with rare friendships and bitter enemies. Perhaps somewhere, among it all, Dave
can find a place that feels like home.
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